Abstract-We propose the extended triple energy window (ETEW) method that improves quantitation and contrast in SPECT images. ETEW is a modification of the triple energy window (TEW) method which corrects for scatter by using abutted scatter rejection windows, which can overestimate or underestimate scatter. ETEW is compared to TEW using Monte Carlo simulated data for point sources as well as hot and cold spheres in a cylindrical water phantom. Various main energy window widths were simulated. Both TEW and ETEW improved image contrast and recovery coefficients. Estimated scatter components by TEW were not proportional to the true scatter components when main energy window widths of 10%, 15%, and 20% were simulated. ETEW resulted in scatter that was directly proportional to the true scatter. ETEW improves image quantitation and quality of SPECT image data by more accurately correcting for scatter.
I. INTRODUCTION
A number of scatter correction methods have been proposed to improve SPECT data based on convolution techniques that estimate the amount and spatial distribution of scatter [1] - [4] or energy-spectrum based techniques that estimate scatter by using additional energy windows [5] - [17] . The latter techniques are clinically feasible and relatively accurate. Among them, the triple energy window (TEW) scatter correction method suggested by Ogawa et al. [8] is relatively easy to implement. This method estimates the scatter component within the photopeak energy window using a linear fit of the data obtained from additional scatter energy windows. Ichihara et al. [18] also reported the TEW method provided Compton scatter compensation with good accuracy for single-and dual-radionuclide studies. Dewaraja et al. [19] reported that the TEW scatter correction method for resulted in reasonable quantitative accuracy. The use of narrow windows results in a noisy scatter estimate which requires filtering in the corrected images. For the reduction of noise, King et al. [20] investigated the scatter estimate by the Wiener low-pass filter, and Butterworth low-pass filters with various cutoff frequencies. The TEW method has two limitations in clinical applications. First, the scatter and the main energy window have to overlap each other by a half width of the scatter window. It is impossible to acquire the data in main energy window and scatter windows overlapped with main energy window, simultaneously, in the clinical studies. To solve this problem, scatter windows are placed as close as possible to the edge of the main energy window [8] , [18] . Second, owing to such scatter windows, scatter counts are dependent on the location of the lower and upper energy bound of main energy window. Scatter components can be overestimated or underestimated using abutted scatter windows, because scatter counts are not proportional to the width of the main energy windows. Our new approach is to improve quantitation by using an extended TEW (ETEW) method which does not require abutted scatter energy windows and to overcome the shortcomings of TEW method.
II. METHODS

A. Scatter Correction Method
The counts of primary photons were estimated using the main window centered at the photopeak energy and two subwindows on each side of the main window. The total counts within the main window is composed of both primary counts and scatter counts . The primary counts is given by
The can be estimated from the counts acquired from the subwindows located on the lower energy and upper energy side of the main window. If we assume the width of the main window as and those of the subwindows as and , the can be estimated from a trapezoidal region having left and right heights obtained with counts and width of subwindows and a base of 1) Triple Energy Window (TEW) Method: TEW method by Ogawa et al. [8] estimates scatter counts with a trapezoidal approximation of (2). Fig. 1(a) shows the energy windows settings for TEW scatter correction using scatter energy windows adjacent to the main window.
(2)
The aforementioned method was modified into the following triangular approximation using only the lower scatter window [18] . 
2) Extended Triple Energy Window (ETEW) Method:
An ETEW method estimates scatter counts with the following trapezoidal approximation (4) where W is the difference between the center of the right and left subwindows.
is the difference between the center of the right subwindow and lower bound of the main window and is the difference between the center of right subwindow and upper bound of the main window. Fig. 1(b) shows the setting of windows for ETEW scatter correction using scatter windows, which are not abutted to the main window. Equation (4) can be modified into a triangular approximation method by (5) As required, (4) and (5) reduce to (2) and (3), respectively, when abutted subwindows are used.
B. Monte Carlo Simulated SPECT Studies
A Monte Carlo technique was used to simulate data acquired with a SPECT camera. The simulation program can identify scattered photons and primary photons. This permits an evaluation of the accuracy of scatter correction. The SIMIND code was utilized for the Monte Carlo simulation [21] , [22] .
1) Data Simulation:
The 120 projection images were simulated using 128 128 matrix imaged with a low-energy general purpose collimator on an Elscint VariCam (Elscint Ltd., Haifa, Israel) in 360 rotation mode. NaI(Tl) crystal was and a pixel size was 0.30 cm. The energy resolution and intrinsic spatial resolution at 140 keV (the energy used for all simulations) were 9.8% and 0.32 cm, respectively. The distance from source to detector was 15 cm. To reduce the noise, the images were simulated with photons per projection with 10%, 15%, and 20% main energy windows. (the scatter order was 3).
2) Scatter Correction: The triangular approximation method was used to correct for all scatter components. The width of scatter windows for both ETEW and TEW was 3 keV. For the TEW method, where only the lower scatter window needs to be set, the following lower scatter windows were used: 130.0 133.0 keV for a 10% main energy window; 126.5 129.5 keV for a 15% main energy window; and 123.0 126.0 keV for a 20% main energy window.
Two ETEW studies were simulated: ETEW (1): with either 10% or 15% main windows, the lower and upper scatter windows were: 126.5 129.5 keV and 150.5 153.5 keV. ETEW (2) for 10%, 15% and 20% main windows. The lower and upper scatter windows were 123.0 126.0 keV and 154.0 157.0 keV. The accuracy of the scatter components in the main window using ETEW (1) and ETEW (2) was evaluated by comparing them to the ideal scatter components.
Also, 8 scatter windows (98 101 keV, 102 105 keV, 106 109 keV, 110 113 keV, 114 117 keV, 118 121 keV, 122 125 keV and 126 129 keV) were simulated to perform the TEW method using nonabutted scatter windows for the 15% main energy window with 3 and 10 orders of scatter. Estimated scatter were compared with one by the ETEW method using both of 123 126 keV as a lower scatter window and 150.5 153.5 keV as a upper scatter window.
Simulations used a virtual cylindrical water phantom 20-cm diameter and a 25-cm long with a simulated point source and spheres 1-cm diameter, both cold and hot. The relative activity concentration between hot spheres and background was 3.0:0.2. Five spheres were located in the phantom as shown by Fig. 2 . One sphere was at the center of the phantom and the others were placed symmetrically at a radial distance of 5 cm from the center. A point source was used to evaluate scatter components for both ETEW studies and TEW. Projection data were simulated with and without scatter. The data without scatter were used as ideal images for the quantitative data analysis.
3) Reconstruction: The simulated projection data were reconstructed using filtered backprojection with a general Hamming filter using a cutoff frequency of 0.5 cycles/cm. Quantita- tive image data analysis was performed using processing software provided by Digital Scintigraphics Inc., (DSI, MA).
C. Data Analysis
The accuracy of the ETEW scatter correction was compared to the accuracy of TEW scatter correction. The % normalized mean square error (NMSE), image contrast, the activity recovery coefficients, and the % normalized standard deviation (NSD) were calculated for evaluation and comparison purposes. The % NMSE was calculated by (6) where is the ideal image and is the scatter corrected image. The image contrast was calculated using regions of interests (ROIs) by (7) where is the mean counts acquired by ROIs in reconstructed phantom images and is the mean counts acquired in the background. The activity recovery coefficients, defined as the percentage ratio between mean counts in a ROI in the corrected images and mean counts in the same ROI in the ideal images, were calculated by (8) where is the mean counts acquired by ROIs in reconstructed ideal phantom images excluding scatter. The % NSD was measured to estimate the amplification of statistical noise resulting from the scatter corrections by (9) Fig. 3 . Energy spectra were acquired by Monte Carlo simulation. Energy spectra acquired with 5% intrinsic energy resolution (a), with 9.8% intrinsic energy resolution (b), with 15% intrinsic energy resolution (c), and with 20% intrinsic energy resolution (d). Spectra of scatter give an idea for scatter components when the ETEW or TEW method is used for scatter correction. Solid and dot-dashed lines indicate an appropriate main window and scatter windows setting, respectively. A dotted line indicates a scatter fitting line.
where is the number of counts in pixel I, and N is the total number of pixels in the ROI. The mean counts/pixel (M) and the standard deviation (STD) were calculated in the ROIs in reconstructed phantom images.
III. RESULTS
The accuracy of estimation of scatter components for ETEW and TEW was evaluated by simulating the image data excluding scatter (i.e., ideal data) using Monte Carlo simulation and counts per projection data. Using the ideal data, we separated scatter components (i.e., ideal scatter components) from image data obtained in the photopeak window. Estimated scatter components by ETEW and TEW were compared to ideal scatter components. We assumed there was no scatter above the photopeak window for 140-keV Tc-99 m photons as shown by energy spectra in Fig. 3 . We chose the fixed subwindows of ETEW (1), which could implement the optimized linear fit of data in the photopeak window of a gamma camera with 9.8% intrinsic energy resolution, as shown by a dotted line of Fig. 3(b) .
A. Point Source Simulation
Both point spread function (PSF) and NMSE were compared for each scatter correction methods. PSFs were compared and evaluated in terms of the estimated counts and shape of PSF. Fig. 4 shows PSFs with scatter estimation in 10% [ Fig. 4(a) ] and 15% [ Fig. 4(b) ] main energy window. Scatter was slightly overestimated by ETEW (1) and significantly overestimated by TEW in the 10% main energy window. Scatter by TEW and ETEW (1) were the same for 15% main window because both ETEW (1) and TEW used abutted scatter windows. On the other hand, scatter by ETEW (2) was underestimated in both 10% and 15% main energy windows. Table I shows NMSEs of the PSFs for different methods. NMSEs were the best for ETEW. Although NMSEs by TEW in 15% and 20% main energy were lower than those of photopeak data, NMSE for the 10% main window was similar to NMSE of photopeak data. 5 . The total scatter counts of projection images of (a) cold and (b) hot spheres phantom for three main energy windows. Estimated scatter components by TEW were overestimated for 10% main energy window and underestimated for 20% main energy window.
B. Spheres Simulation
The contrast, percentage recovery coefficient, NMSE, and % NSD for spheres were estimated and compared for various scatter correction methods. Counts obtained in 10%, 15%, and 20% main energy window were also compared. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the scatter counts for cold [ Fig. 5(a) ] and hot [ Fig. 5(b) ] spheres. The scatter counts estimated by TEW were almost constant for 10%, 15% and 20% main energy windows, which indicated that it overestimated for 10% main energy window and underestimated for 20% main energy window. On the other hand, the ideal scatter counts were proportional to main energy windows. Scatter in ETEW (1) was proportional to main energy windows, although there was some overestimation of scatter components from the cold spheres. Also, scatter counts by ETEW (2) was proportional to the main energy window, although there was an overall underestimation of scatter. Tables II and III show mean contrasts and percentage recovery coefficients estimated using ROIs defined over the cold spheres. Table IV shows the results of NMSEs. Contrast was improved by scatter correction in both cases. Contrast by ETEW (1) was nearly consistent with an ideal contrast for the main energy windows with a limitation for the 20% main window. The lowest and nearly constant NMSEs were obtained by ETEW (1). NMSEs by TEW and ETEW (2) were lower than those obtained in the photopeak data. The Fig. 8(a) and (b) ]. However, those were higher than one obtained in the photopeak data. Fig. 7 shows reconstructed images of scatter only with hot spheres. Hot spheres were clearly seen in all cases for all main energy windows, when they were compared with ideal data. Tables V and VI show mean contrasts and percentage recovery coefficients obtained with ROIs defined over the hot spheres. Table VII shows NMSEs. Contrasts by ETEW (1), ETEW (2), and TEW were improved, compared to those by photopeak data and showed nearly equal good results. However, ETEW (1) resulted in better recovery coefficients and NMSE than ETEW (2) and TEW (Table VI, VII). As shown in cold spheres simulation, the % NSD was nearly equal in all the ROIs for the ETEW and TEW [ Fig. 8(c) and (d) ]. Though they were also higher than one obtained in the photopeak data like in the phantom with cold spheres, scatter correction didn't significantly increase %NSD. Fig. 9 shows point spread functions (PSFs) of the scatter estimated by the ETEW method and the TEW method using nonabutted scatter windows. Estimated scatter by ETEW was very similar to the ideal one. In contrast, scatter was overestimated by TEW1 with a scatter window of 126 129 keV and was underestimated by TEW2 with a scatter window of 122 125 keV compared to the ideal one. Fig. 10 shows the total scatter counts of a point source estimated with the TEW method using nonabutted scatter windows for the 15% main energy window simulated with 10 or 3 orders of the scatter. The total scatter counts showed different patterns over various scatter windows between 3 and 10 orders of the scatter. Although the total scatter counts for three orders of the scatter were underestimated when scatter windows below 118 121 keV scatter energy window were used, ones for 10 orders of the scatter were overestimated when scatter windows below 106 109 keV were used. However, the total scatter counts for both of 3 and 10 orders of the scatter were overlapped when scatter windows above 118 121 keV were used. Fig. 11 illustrates energy spectra simulated with 3 or 10 orders of the scatter. More orders of scatter increased the number of scattered photons below the photopeak energy window. However, as shown by Fig. 10 , more scatter orders did not significantly change the scatter components for Tc-99 m measured above the photopeak energy window.
D. Hot Spheres Simulation
E. ETEW Versus TEW Using Nonabutted Scatter Windows
IV. DISCUSSION
Both ETEW and TEW methods improved image contrast, although the TEW method overestimated or underestimated scatter components, depending on the choice of the main energy window. The TEW method resulted in different recovery coefficients for different main energy windows. The percentage Fig. 10 . The total scatter counts of a point source estimated with TEW using nonabutted scatter windows for the 15% main energy window simulated with a point source with 3 and 10 orders of the scatter. Estimated total counts showed different patterns between 3 and 10 orders of the scatter. Scatter windows were used as the followings: 1-(98101 keV), 2-(102105 keV), 3-(106109 keV), 4-(110113 keV), 5-(114117 keV), 6-(118 keV121 keV), 7-(122125 keV) and 8-(126129 keV). Fig. 11 . Energy spectra simulated with 3 and 10 orders of scatter. Spectra of scatter give an idea for scatter components when the ETEW or TEW method using a nonabutted scatter window is used for scatter correction. recovery was 89.9 0.9% in 10% main energy window, 99.1 0.6% in 15% main energy window, and 105.6 0.7% in 20% main energy window for cold spheres. The percent recovery was 90.0 0.8% in the 10% main energy window, 100.2 0.8% in the 15% main energy window, and 106.8 1.0% in the 20% main energy window for hot spheres. Primary counts were underestimated for the 10% main energy window and overestimated for the 20% main energy window. ETEW (2) overestimated primary counts because scatter components were underestimated as shown by Fig. 5 . ETEW (2) provided improved image contrasts, NMSE, and recovery coefficients than using photopeak windows without scatter correction.
ETEW (1) resulted in very good recovery coefficients: 98.7 0.5% in the 10% main energy window, 99.1 0.5% in the 15% main energy window for a phantom with cold spheres and 101.1 0.6% in 10% main energy window, 100.2 0.8% in 15% main energy window for a phantom with hot spheres, while providing a better estimation of scatter than ETEW (2) and TEW. The percentage recovery coefficients indicate inaccurate quantitation with scatter windows abutted with the main window. More accurate quantitation is obtained by ETEW for appropriate main windows and scatter windows.
The results show that fixed subwindows centered at 128 and 150.0 keV are optimum in a gamma camera with 9.8% intrinsic energy resolution. However, Fig. 3 indicates the optimum scatter windows for a gamma camera depend on its energy resolution. Also, scatter windows above and below the optimized scatter windows can overestimate and underestimate scatter components, respectively. The results of ETEW (2) show that wrong scatter windows can result in an overall underestimation of scatter components, although there is improved contrast and linear estimates of scatter in the main energy window. Furthermore, Fig. 3 indicates that narrower main width and scatter windows not abutted with the main window can result in a better estimation of scatter in a system with lower intrinsic energy resolution. Usually, although the 10% main energy window was included in comparing the ETEW to the TEW in this paper, main energy windows less than 15% are not used clinically because a wider energy window accumulates more counts in a short data acquisition time. The use of the 10% main energy window explains the deviation of scatter components with the TEW. However, a narrower main energy window helps to accurately estimate scatter for high or low energy resolution systems using ETEW. A 10% energy window is not clinically available yet, and Ogawa probably never intended to use such a window setting. When the energy resolution of nuclear medicine equipments improves so that it becomes feasible, Ogawa's method will be a good approximation for estimating the contribution of scatter in the primary energy window.
In the case of this study, the energy windows were symmetrically set up. Therefore, it provides the ratio between and W, 1.0. In contrast, if the energy windows are asymmetrically set up, it may not be 1.0. It will be our future work to investigate impacts of the use of asymmetric energy windows.
The ETEW method allows the use of the scatter windows not abutted to main energy windows, but, it is important to use optimum scatter windows to get the best result. Recently, some investigators reported the use of the scatter windows not abutted to main energy windows for the TEW method for the purpose of reducing the contribution of primary photons to the scatter window [23] , [24] . Our results showed scatter of a point source was overestimated or underestimated by the TEW with nonabutted scatter windows, as shown by Fig. 9 . The TEW method can determine the scatter with the use of abutted or nonabutted scatter windows. However, our results show the use of nonabutted scatter windows for the TEW method for reducing the contribution of primary photons can provide significantly wrong approximation of the scatter.
As shown on Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , more orders of the scatter will affect on selecting a scatter window for the TEW method. That is, more orders of the scatter changed an amount of the scatter below energies included in primary photons. However, 3 and 10 orders of the scatter did not change the scatter above energies included in primary photons. Fig. 10 illustrates more scatter orders can affect on selecting a nonabutted scatter window for the TEW method.
A triangular approximation method provides good image quality for Tc-99 m as shown by Ljungberg et al. [4] and Buvat et al. [14] . A trapezoidal approximation method can overestimate scatter components for Tc-99 m, because, as reported by Ljungberg et al., [4] the use of the window above the photopeak is questionable. A triangular approximation method can estimate scatter components more accurately for Tc-99 m. However, for multi-energy radionuclides such as I-131 [17] , [19] , Tl-201 or dual-radionuclide [18] , [25] , the trapezoidal approximation method gives better results because of scatter above the photopeak energy window.
The choice of optimal scatter windows for clinical gamma cameras needs to be studied. Better estimation of scatter in SPECT data will result in better image quantitation and image quality. The ETEW will provide good approximation for scatter components with nonabutted scatter windows within fixed scatter windows while not depending on main energy windows.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper extended the TEW method into an ETEW which doesn't require abutted scatter energy windows and which uses fixed scatter windows required to linearly estimate scatter components for main windows. The ETEW method provides improved and more constant results for various main energy windows than TEW, even though it may be affected by a deviation by dependence on the position of the scatter windows, as with ETEW (2). The ETEW method can estimate scatter components more accurately and linearly as a function of width of main energy windows, which is not sensitive to the choice of the main energy window.
